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This month’s meeting

Eyes on your Inbox on Tuesdays for
details of the fly-in and specific

instructions each week.

Is your paperwork up to date? From
the BMAA website

At the BMAA we have recently had a
rash of occurrences of out of date

paperwork leading to difficulties for
individuals. These have included
examiners who have let their authorities
lapse leading to extreme difficulty for
licence applicants. If examiners can let
their paperwork get out of date it is likely
that pilots can too.

It is the pilot’s responsibility to maintain
their own documents and failing to do so
can have serious consequences. For exam-
ple a pilot was refused payment by an
insurance company because he had let his
certificate of revalidation in his licence
lapse. It cost him quite a few hundred
pounds to repair an aircraft that should
have been covered by insurance. This note
is a reminder to all pilots to check their
documents to avoid potential problems. Go
through the list below and make sure that
you are up to date, and then perhaps make
a note of renewal dates to come and keep
it with your log book so that you can check
each time you fly.

You: Pilot’s Licence. Most are for life, but
some older licences issued for SEP flying
did have expiry dates.

Medical certification. As you get older
the validity period changes. Make a note of
your expiry date.

Certificate of revalidation. In the NPPL
there is a Certificate page. For pre-NPPL
there is a stamp in the logbook. Check the
date by which you will need to have had a
new signature.

Radio Operator’s Licence. Some of
these are for life and some for 5 or 10
years. It says on the licence, so check
yours.

Instructors. Your AFI or FI Rating will
have to be revalidated by test. Book it well
in advance. See guidance in the BMAA
Instructor and examiner Guide.

Examiners. Your authority usually lasts
for three years, you won’t get reminder.
For FEs and FIEs your instructor rating
must be valid for your Examiner Authority
to be valid. If your instructor rating lapses
all your examiner privileges lapse too.
Examiner authorities are tied to a school or
club. If you move you have to renew your
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authority. See guidance in the BMAA
Instructor and examiner Guide.

Your aircraft: Certificate of Validity for
the Permit to Fly. This has a “valid to”
date. You can have your microlight
inspected and check flown up to two
months before the expiry. Don’t leave it
until the last minute and be caught out or
tempted to fly after it has expired.

Weight report. Currently must not be
more than five years old.

Radio Station Licence. Latest issues are
valid for three years, earlier ones just one
year.

Insurance. You might get a reminder
from the insurers because they want to
sell you another policy, but make sure that
you know when it expires, just in case.

Fly-in Reports
Opportunities for Wednesday fly-ins
have been limited by the weather
since the last one on 4th June -
reported in the last newsletter.

15th June - Eastbach (Spence)Airfield -
by Brian (Bumble) Finch

I was beginning to think the wind would
never abate this summer. Then over the

weekend a glimmer of hope for the
following  Wednesday. After postponing
the Eastbach Fly-in on four occasions, a
quick call to Bruce and Wendy to get the
burgers out of suspended animation and
an order to the bakers confirmed the
Fly-in was on at last.

As we all know, a forecast is one thing,
the actual weather can be something
entirely different. As I left home in the
morning mist and drizzle, I began to
wonder what Bruce & Wendy were going
to do with 100 defrosted burgers,
sausages and freshly baked rolls !

Thankfully, things started to improve
and by lunchtime we had blue skies and
a light wind, what more could aviators
ask for ? Well, in my case an aeroplane.
GH has been out of permit since 23rd
June, still in search of our Syndicate
Treasurer to sign the permit !

So, how to get to Eastbach by road ? If
you found it difficult to find by air, it’s
even harder to find by road. After giving
Dave Hineson directions, I found myself
lost on the other side of the valley! Dave
eventually made it, no thanks to me!

So, through a couple of fields and farm
gates, I found myself in the glorious
setting of Eastbach ( Spence ) Airfield
and with its 600ft elevation, views to all
parts of the Wye Valley and beyond.

Although the best view was Bruce and
Wendy busily preparing the BBQ, while
Eileen and Ann-Marie displayed their
beautiful puddings and cakes, ready for
the onslaught of pilots about to descend
from the gin clear sky.

Arrive they did, 23 aircraft in all which
must be close to a record. A mixture of
Flexwings and 3 Axis but, as normal, the
majority were the latter. Some of the
first arrivals were from Old Park Farm
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near Porthcawl, Wales. The last, a flex also
from  Old Park Farm, arrived about 8:30
and after a quick bite rushed off again into
the sunset - hopefully it didn't set before
they landed!
So there we have it, a brilliant evening.
Thanks to Bruce and Wendy as the SVMC
BBQ hosts and a special thanks to Eileen
and Ann Marie for their gorgeous puddings
and cakes.

During the evening a total of £60 was
collected for the Air Ambulance.

Early Warning!

Make a note in your diary that we have
an invitation to fly-in to Windrush on

18th August. Details to follow nearer the
date.

Franglais Friendly at Over Farm by Rob
Keene

Last year Phil and I took part in the ULM
Tour of France. Some of you may

remember it from the slide show we gave
in the winter. It was such a good event
that I decided I would do a smaller version
at Over and invite French pilots to come
and enjoy some flying around our country.

I was fortunate to have an enthusiastic
French pilot, Corinne, at Eyguières
airfield near Marseilles, who was able to
communicate with the French pilots and
get some support for the planned trip.
The FFPLUM also supported the idea on
their website.

We had a great event and 12 crews took
part, with 3 from France and 4 more
French planes coming over to visit. 3
days of flying including a good trip to
Llanbedr, where several SVMC
members joined us. Each night we had
some live music and on the Wednesday
night, a friend of Rees’, Alex Robertson,
came and impressed us with his clever
magic tricks. Many members came and
enjoyed the pizza and beer as well as a
game of skittles, which was finally won
by Jeremy Hucker.

On the Wednesday night we had a pizza
night and many SVMC members came
and had a game of killer skittles.

Corrine became stranded in North Wales
with a useless tyre, that blew out on
landing. (She tried too hard to stop!!)
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Cadre Idris, nearly at 3000 ft provided a
spectacular sight.

The enormously long runway at Llanbedr
(2200m) was another unforgettable sight.

I hope that the French will lay on a
reciprocal event next year so that they can
have a chance to win the trophy that Phil
made!

Phil Hanman also took part with Roly
Robinson and did very well, beating 2 of

the French crew. He also made all the
trophies.

 The final results were: - Paul Dewhurst
and Mickey McMahon first in their
Nynja, Paul Welsh was second in his 31
year old Phantom, and Corrine & George
from France were third, in a Skyranger.
The UK won the team prize. So 4 awards
in total.

Midnight Sun - Again!

Last year Dick Osler and Russ Stein
went to the Land of the Midnight
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Sun. Russ has recently re-visited
Scandinavia in his Eurostar -  his fourth
time. He has provided the photos on the
previous page.
The last photo is of a flexwing at Ahtari
Airfield in Finland sporting a 120HP Honda
engine!

Fly UK? (Not) By Steve Sykes

We didn't really "do" Fly Uk this year.
Flew every flyable day though. All

fuelled and packed and pointing at the
IOW on the Friday, the plane decided now
was a good time to malfunction. Bugger!
We went home rather sheepishly having
just done the big " goodbye , see you in a
week kiss,hug " thing.

Thanks to Rees Keene and the little brass
levers in his carburettors we were ready to
fly next  morning. Our flight leader Mark
Peters duly arrived from the IOW with
some new recruits to Charlie formation;
Steve Ridge in his Skyranger, Steve Ivell
in a Eurostar, Mark Carter (gyro) and Gary
in a sportcruiser. Formation call signs
established we set off for Rosemarket golf
course via Pembury.

The weather conditions weren't what we'd
normally consider flying in. Low cloud,
patchy rain, poor viz, but we were doing
OK until about Bridgend when the cloud
base was too  low to safely stay below it.
Above was rather beautiful with plenty of
holes. After ten minutes it became a solid
white duvet below us and Myron started
quaking like a dog on fireworks night. A
thirty mph headwind wasn't helping. I felt
the need to put Myron out of his misery as
soon and as humanely as possible. A call
to Swansea  revealed they had 300ft
cloudbase so we headed for them.  An
opening appeared over Swansea bay and
we gratefully aimed for it and the airfield
beyond. We stayed the night there and it
was free, being a weather diversion.

We were able to leave the next morning
into improving weather. First stop was a
small strip near Welshpool called
Breidden.The owner and his wife were

genuinely thrilled to meet us. This came
as a revelation to us as we make the
assumption that we are generally a bit
of a nuisance when we fly into
somewhere new. They kept repeating
that we had made their day. Win win!
Then off to Ashcroft, Crosland Mor and
Oxenhope overnight. At 1500 ft asl it
was very windy, wet and cold but we all
had a good evening in the village made
famous by the Bronte sisters and the
Railway Children.

Next day it was Cark to Bedlands gate,
where we arrived in heavy rain. Landing
was mostly guesswork but we all
managed it OK.  The Earl of Lonsdale
was there to meet us and looked after
us faultlessly, impressive as he'd had a
gall bladder removed the day before.
Strathaven next for fuel and Bute for
sleeps. Charlie formation swelled to
nine here as we were joined by two
German pilots and a Scot. Good food,
beer and  lots of laughter followed and
no one mentioned the war!!

A gorgeous morning flight to Glenforsa
for breakfast was followed by a trip over
water to Broadford. on Skye for a
cuppa. The trip over mountains and
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lochs to Thornhill farm airstrip via Loch
Lomond was stunning.

We were particularly glad the engine kept
going at this point. Overnight was a
private strip at Long Framlington owned
by Ed McCallam who had just won an
award for flying his CT to Oshkosh raising
£7000 for  charity in the process. (Note to
John "Jabiru" Ingram;  He was amenable
to give a talk to the club about it)

Wednesday was a visit to Elvington air
museum then Church Fenton and Hollym
on the cliff top.

On the way to Skegness for a shower and
overnight came my flying highlight of the
week. Donna Nook ranges were closed so
we screamed along the sands, two
Skyrangers side by side following the
Savannah for 5 miles or so until humans
appeared and we had to obey the 500ft
rule.

Thursday we went to New York! (this one
they only named once) Myron skilfully
handled the formation radio calls and
Conningsby stood down a couple of
Typhoons doing touch and goes  while we
frantically tried to find the small airstrip in
their ATZ. The northern charlies said
goodbye here so only three aircraft were
left going south towards Kent. ...

We popped into a very friendly Wingland
with tiny runways on our way to Clacton.
Clacton didn't accept microlights or
gyrocopters they told us ONCE we had
landed! With the fuel and tents etc we
were well over 450kg so we argued we

were no longer microlights. Well we
laughed , they frowned but  they did
take our cash, in the end!

Kent next day,  Stonehill farm, Earls
Colne (goodbye gyro here), Rochester
and Maypole clubhouse overnight with a
cracking meal in the pub next door. The
Kent microlight club were very
hospitable at Haringe Court farm next
day and Tiffenden airfield was an
interesting stop. Deneland near Lewis
was our last stop before home after a
pleasant flight along the south coast.

All in all a brilliant full-on week's flying
- 29 airfields, 22 new ones. A big thanks
to Squadron leader Peters for driving
the agenda and to all the Charlie
formation for their camaraderie and
good humour.   We met a lot of lovely
airstrip owners and  pilots but Clacton ?
mmm not so much!
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